MANIFEST CITTASLOW
Cittaslow is the international hallmark for municipalities, which aims at the highest possible quality
of life for its citizens, entrepreneurs and visitors. Participants apply the principles of this
manifest. Cittaslow is innovative and international; an international network spread across 30
countries. Experiences and ideas are exchanged between all participants and each participant is
innovative, sustainable and offers an excellent platform for pilots.
1. A Cittaslow stands for quality of life
A Cittaslow safeguards the quality of life for its citizens. This is combined with devoting much
attention to traditions that are linked to modern techniques. The objectives of Cittaslow are based
on major internal solidarity; they assume the greatest of care for our environment and ensure
everyone is aware and conscious of their surroundings. And Cittaslow achieves this through its
effective policy and its daily operations.
Local communities will flourish optimally when they can rediscover their own joint identity and will,
in turn, appreciate the fact that their surroundings also recognise those qualities. The local
communities subsequently offer hospitality in return. The youth is very important for a Cittaslow.
Cittaslow is our commitment to the youth, to rediscover the qualities of life, and build a sustainable
future together, based upon these qualities.
2. A Cittaslow is a community and provides social cohesion
First and foremost, a Cittaslow is a community of citizens that looks after and cares for each other.
A Cittaslow ensures the vitality of the communities and the facilities of the communities are
maintained. A Cittaslow guarantees that its own citizens are given support when needed and
stimulates the social cohesion between the citizens. The new citizenship rights are crucial in the
economical and social development on a local level.
Cittaslow is a tool against old and new poverties. Cittaslow is active against the poverty, because
the social inclusion projects, the responsibility and participation involved, are very effective against
poverty in towns on a local level. The social inclusion and new citizenship projects will help to build
a better life in the future for our communities.
3. A Cittaslow maintains and develops valuable landscapes and biodiversity
A Cittaslow promotes bioarchitecture, biological agriculture and biodiversity of the landscape. We
are committed first of all to introduce “green” technologies for mobility, services, infrastructures,
etc. Alternative mobility is preferred, whereby the valuable landscape can be discovered through
cycling paths, walking routes and cable installations.
Cittaslow stimulates regional products and short food chains. A Cittaslow is closely linked with
Slowfood and supports traditional production and stimulates the development of regional products
and commercial trading in the own region.
4. A Cittaslow maintains traditions and stands for innovation
The best from the past, the best of the present age. A Cittaslow focuses on traditionally produced
products, objects and crafts. It stimulates innovative techniques, in so far as these are sustainable
and do not pose any threat to the environment. A Cittaslow works actively on saving energy and
stimulates the use of alternative sustainable energy sources. “Memory” is one of the most
important aims of Cittaslow. Each member town is committed to preserve and hand down the
heritage of know-how and local wisdom.
Cittaslow is sustainable for the future generations. A Cittaslow opts for sustainable solutions. All
good things are maintained and this should not have a negative effect on the development of
future generations.
5. A Cittaslow appreciates quality
A Cittaslow is a conscious community which appreciates its own qualities. This is why a Cittaslow
invests in the awareness of its own citizens and entrepreneurs, in order to safeguard the valuable
aspects of their own community. Qualities are often appreciated most when they have
disappeared; a Cittaslow will prevent this from happening. One of the most important concepts of

Cittaslow is that it focuses on the earth again, like the Terra Madre Project teaches, and respects
and values the landscape, farm land, natural places, inside and around towns, through concrete
projects.
Cittaslow stands for progress and makes this measurable. A Cittaslow invests in sustainability and
quality. This is not an optional assignment and will be periodically measured through assessments
and audits.
6. A Cittaslow gives meaning to the town-country relationship through its qualities
A Cittaslow links the green quality areas with the surrounding towns, often also within a
metropolis. There is a major geographical spread of Cittaslow members throughout the World. A
Cittaslow ensures that the cultural history and community values are maintained and
strengthened. This is achieved through restoration, by describing the cultural history and by
providing information, with an extra focus on digital techniques. Our aim is to reduce the ecological
footprint, to check the quality of the living areas and ecosystems year per year, applying a kind of
ranking to all Cittaslow members.

